
120 Fleet Street – CLG Meeting 05/07/22 
6pm 

Daily Express Building 

Meeting called by: 120 Fleet Street Project Team Type of meeting: CLG Meeting 

Attendees: Dolunay Dogahan – CO-RE 
Steven Gillam, Cherrie O’Kane & Fiona Ireland – Erith 
Luke Jebb – Kanda 
Henrika Priest & Graham Packham – Castle Baynard Ward Members 
Circa.5 Local Residents 

Notes 
1. Introductions
LJ and SG introduced the team and the purpose of the meeting.

2. Presentation & Questions
o SG updated on Erith’s Community Liaison Team and reexplained the complaints procedure for local residents.

o GP asked for clarification on the scope of the works. SG noted that the Daily Express Building and the

neighbouring River Court are included within the project. However, it was explained that Erith are leading on the

demolition of River Court and the weatherproofing of The Daily Express Building before the main contractors are

appointed.

o HP asked what the photographic survey meant and raised concerns it could not show any potential movement

and/or other damage. SG explained the photographic survey is intended to document the current condition of

Sovereign House and that it supplemented by movement surveys that are taken weekly. It was noted that these

are currently being discussed with the building owners to agree installation points on Sovereign House.

o One local resident asked if all waste will be removed from the site via the Poppins Court gates. SG explained

that only concrete arisings will be first lowered through the site using a controlled shaft and then removed from

the building's loading bay on St Bride Street.

o One resident asked what process will be put in place to ensure Sovereign House residents will receive deliveries

and ensure access is maintained. SG explained that Erith are expecting about 2-3 lorries an hour and all site

deliveries/collections will take place within the service yard and managed by traffic marshals. As a result, it is

unlikely that the road will ever be blocked by waiting lorries. It was also noted that the large delivery bay can take

between 2 and 3 lorries at a time. One resident asked where the metal waste will be collected from. SG
explained that All metal will be loaded into bins at roof level then lowered and loaded onto lorries in Shoe Lane

using the tower crane. As part of this, the resident asked for reassurance no metal will be crushed on site due to

the potential noise impact. SG explained that it will be mainly heavy-duty iron that will be collected and as a

result this will just be loaded into skips should not require regular processing on site. SG encouraged the resident

to get in touch with any member of the team directly should there be any noise complaints.

o One resident asked about the timings of the demolition works and if the movement monitors will be installed

before works start. SG explained that the demolition works will not start until they are in place
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o SG outlined the location of the noise, dust, and vibration monitors around the site. GP asked how they monitor 

the baseline. SG explained that as demolition hasn't started, however, they have used the monitors to establish 

the baseline. 

o HP asked where the movement monitors will be installed. SG explained that targets are being installed on the 

building’s façade and will be monitored with a calibrated total station instrument. It was noted that the targets are 

then surveyed to check for movement. It was also explained that the targets will be installed in line with relevant 

guidance.  

o GP also asked if this monitoring will be in real time. SG explained that engineers taking readings and recording 

once a week is in line with industry standards. 

o One resident asked to see the movement baseline before the demolition starts. SG/DD explained that there will 

be a baseline of zero taken once the monitors have been installed and before demolition begins, which is 

averaged from 4 readings taken prior to works commencing. Any potential movement after this will be measured 

against the baseline. HP asked if residents could have the chance to speak with/meet the engineers installing the 

movement monitors to make sure they are clear on how they work and will be measured. ACTION DD to look 

into facilitating this as/when the movement monitors are installed. 

o One representative of a local business explained they have suffered from significant vibration from other 

developments and echoed the points above around dust and movement monitoring.  

o GP asked when the noisiest point of the demolition will be. SG explained that it is likely to be when the demolition 

works get closer to the ground floor level and at some points during basement works. The majority of demolition 

will be carried out using a munching method rather than heavy breaking which is much quieter, however heavy 

breaking will be needed each time a new slab level is reached in order to make a hole to enable the muncher to 

begin and then more regularly into the substructure, where munching is not possible. 

o HP asked when Boots will stop trading on the ground floor of River Court. DD explained it will stop trading 

around the end of the year. 

o One resident asked if the whole basement is being dug out further. SG explained that only one section of the 

basement is being dug out further which is to the north of the site and away from the residential 

properties/Sovereign House. 

o GP asked for clarification on the timeline in the presentation and if both The Daily Express and River Court will 

open at the same time. DD explained that the whole development is currently targeted to complete in Q2 of 2026 

and will be a progressive opening beginning with The Daily Express Building.  

o GP asked if there will be vibration monitoring on The Daily Express Building. SG explained that monitoring will be 

undertaken on The Daily Express Building throughout the works. 

o One local resident asked how far neighbouring buildings have to move before there is concern. SG explained 

that there are trigger levels provided within the structural engineer’s monitoring specifications, which are in line 

with British standards.  

o Local residents and business representatives asked if a copy of the presentation could be shared. ACTION LJ to 

share copy of presentation with mailing list.  

 

3. AOB 

o SG thanked everyone for attending and encouraged attendees to get in touch with the project if needed.  
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